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Taom V10 Chalk is the latest formula from Taom engineers. Devel-
oped with the world's top professional players, this chalk gives an 
ultimate grip with a super clean experience. From hard to soft, it works 
with all kinds of tips, making it a universal favourite in any cuesport. 
Handmade in Finland.

Comes in packs of one, two, six or nine. 
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The best all around chalk on the market for any cuesport. Tested and 
recommended by many professionals, Taom Pyro Chalk offers 
maximum grip and no residue. Enjoy a kick free experience for a clean 
touch on the ball. Handmade in Finland.

Comes in packs of one, two, six or nine. 
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For a limited time only, enjoy our best all around chalk in limited 
edition pink. Tested and recommended by many professionals, Taom 
Pyro Pink Chalk offers maximum grip and no residue. Enjoy a kick free 
experience for a clean touch on the ball. Handmade in Finland.

Comes in packs of one, two, six or nine. 



Perfect for players who seek maximum spin and control for high cue 
power, Taom Soft Chalk creates more grip for all types of tips. Enjoy a 
kick free experience — clean touch, no residue. Handmade in Finland.

Comes in packs of one, two, six or nine. 
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Already a classic among premium chalks, Taom Green Chalk is used by 
several professional players on the snooker main tour. It lasts almost 
twice as long as any other product on the market and promises a clean 
experience — no kicks or bad contacts. Handmade in Finland. 

Comes in packs of one, two, six or nine. 
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A strong favourite of professional players, Taom Light Blue Chalk 2.0 
is a classic among premium chalks. It lasts almost twice as long as any 
other product on the market and promises a clean experience — no 
kicks or bad contacts. Handmade in Finland. 

Comes in packs of one, two, six or nine. 
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Spoil yourself with the strong, sleek, and elegant Taom Magnetite 
Combo — includes the original Taom Holder, Holder Cup, and one 
Taom Chalk. 
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The Taom Magnetite Holder Cup is also available to purchase 
separately. 
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The original Taom Holder and Holder Cup are a strong, sleek, and 
elegant addition to your set. 
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Fusion is a masterpiece of Taom design and engineering. Seven layers 
of the best quality pig skin combined for force and control, Fusion 
offers maximum power transmission. 

Diameter: Snooker 10mm / Pool 14mm 

All tips include Taom Tips packs. Pack size varied depending on order 
amount. 
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A high quality leather tip made from nine layers of the best pig skins, 
Taom Pro Tip guarantees maximum feel, solid control, and a smooth 
touch on the ball. Recommended by professionals. 

Hardness: soft, medium, hard 
Diameter: Snooker 10mm / Pool 14mm 



Manufactured from synthetic compounds that create intense 
compressed force, Taom 2.0 Break & Jump tips are powerful with 
minimal effort and precise control. The tips are available in blue, 
green, orange, white, and yellow. 

Diameter: 14mm 
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Enjoy a thin, silky touch with Taom's newest professional Midas Glove. 
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Easy to attach to a belt or pocket sleeve, the black leather Taom chalk 
bag holds one chalk. 



Made in the UK by Hainsworth, this pre-cut racking cloth protects the 
bed cloth of the table when racking up. Each piece measures 
approximately 66 x 35 cm. 
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Show off your Taom pride with the Official TAOM T-Shirt.

140 g/m2, 100% cotton
Reinforced shoulder seams and neck
Elastic 2-layer rib at neck
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Show off your Taom pride with the Official TAOM T-Shirt.

140 g/m2, 100% cotton
Reinforced shoulder seams and neck
Elastic 2-layer rib at neck
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Show off your Taom pride with the TAOM Official Hat.

100% cotton
Six panel snapback
3D embroidered logo
One size fits all
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Show off your Taom pride with the TAOM Official Beanie.

92% cotton, 8% spandex
One size fits all
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Introducing the washable and reusable, easy-to-breath TAOM Official Face Mask.

Two-layer face mask
Front — Interlock fabric (160 GSM)
Back — Cotton jersey 

Care instructions: Wash by hand or in the washing machine with regular detergent at a
maximum of 90 degrees.

Comes in packs of one, two or five.
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Show off your Taom pride with the TAOM Official V10 Badge.
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Show off your Taom pride with the TAOM Official Badge.
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Show off your Taom pride with the TAOM Official Mobile Sticker.

Dimensions: 70mm x 30mm x 1.5mm
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Show off your Taom pride with the TAOM Official Billiard Table 
Sticker.

Dimensions: 70mm x 30mm x 1.5mm
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Show off your Taom pride with the TAOM Official Sticker.

 Dimensions: 78mm x 78mm
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